
Advice for Parents and Guardians  
How to monitor your child’s hearing 

 
'The Newborn Hearing Screening Programme’ was fully introduced in March 2006 and            
detects the majority of significant hearing problems in young children. As a result, the              
school entry hearing screening programme is picking up fewer long term hearing problems,             
with a large proportion of those hearing problems being picked up resolving on their own.               
The decision has therefore been made to discontinue this service.'  
 
However, if you or your child’s nursery/class teacher are concerned about your child’s             
hearing it is extremely important that you go to your GP and ask to be referred to the                  
Audiology Department. 

 
Please use these guidelines to help determine if there is a problem with your child’s 
hearing: 

1) Is your child able to follow age appropriate instructions when spoken to, in a 

normal voice, from behind or out of sight? See checklist below for reaction to 

sounds for a baby up to 1 year old.  

2) Is your child’s babbling or speech and language age appropriate?  Refer to 

checklist for making sounds to establish if there is speech and language delay.  

General Information 
● Children are routinely offered a newborn hearing screen within a few days of birth. 

Results can be found in your parent’s child health record (red book). 

● If you notice changes in hearing ability, in association with colds, consider actively 

monitoring the hearing for up to 3 months prior to referral.   If you are very worried go 

to your GP. 

● If your child has repeated ear infections ask your GP to refer you to an Ear, Nose and 

Throat (ENT) specialist, not audiology.  

Once a referral is received, an appointment will be booked at your local Audiology 
department within 6 weeks. 
 
If you require any further information please contact:  
Kate Johnston, Head of Paediatric Audiology, Audiology Department, Freeman Hospital 
E-mail: tnu-tr.childrensaudiologynorthoftyne@nhs.net 

Tel: 0191 2138752 
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Reaction to sounds checklist 
 
This list and the Making Sounds Checklist give pointers about what to look for as your baby 
grows to check if he/she can hear.  Babies differ widely in what they can do at any given 
age.  The ages presented here are an approximate guide only.  
 
Shortly after birth:  
a baby is startled by a sudden loud noise such as a hand clap or a door slamming.  Blinks or 
opens eyes widely to such sounds or stops sucking or starts to cry  
 
1 month:  
a baby starts to notice sudden prolonged sounds like the noise of a vacuum cleaner and 
may turn towards the noise.  Pauses and listens to the noises when they begin  
 
4 months: 
a baby quietens or smiles to the sounds of a familiar voice even when unable to see speaker 
and turns eyes or head towards voice. Shows excitement at sounds (e.g. voices, footsteps 
etc) 
 
7 months: 
a baby turns immediately to familiar voice across the room or to vary quiet noises made on 
each side (if not too occupied with other things) 
 
9 months: 
a baby listens attentively to familiar everyday sounds and searches for very quiet sounds 
make out of sight 
 
12 months: 
a baby shows some response to own name.  May also respond to expressions like ‘no’ and 
‘bye bye’ even when any accompanying gesture cannot be seen 
 
If at any stage in the baby or child’s development you think he/she may have 
difficulties hearing, contact your health visitor or family doctor.  
 
 
(adapted from the ‘Can Your Baby Hear You’ from B McCormick 1982. Children’s Hearing Assessment Centre Nottingham UK) 

 
 
 
 
Making sounds checklist 



 

This list and the Reaction to Sounds Checklist give pointers about what to look for as your 
baby grows to check if he/she can hear.  Babies do differ in what they can do at any given 
age.  The ages presented here are approximate only.  
 
4 months: 
a baby makes soft sounds when awake. Gurgles and coos 
 
6 months: 
a baby makes laughter like sounds.  Starts to make sing-song vowel sounds (e.g. mum, goo, 
der, arco, adah) 
 
9 months:  
a baby makes sounds to communicate in friendliness or annoyance. Babbles (e.g. ‘da da 
da’, ‘ma ma ma’, ‘ba ba ba’).  Shows pleasure in babbling loudly and tunefully.  Starts to 
imitate other sounds like coughing or smacking lips.  
 
12 months: 
a baby babbles loudly, often in a conversational-type rhythm, May start to use one or two 
recognisable words. 
 
15 months: 
a baby makes lots of speech-like sounds.  Uses 2-6 recognisable words meaningfully (e.g. 
‘teddy’ when seeing or wanting the teddy bear) 
 
18 months: 
a baby makes speech like sounds with conversational-type rhythm when playing.  Uses 6-20 
recognisable words.  Tries to join in nursery rhymes and songs.  
 
24 months: 
a child uses 50 or more recognisable words appropriately.  Puts 2 more more words together 
to make simple sentences (for example: more milk).  Joins in nursery rhymes and songs. 
Talks to self during play (may be incomprehensible to others) 
 
30 months: 
a child uses 200 or more recognisable words.  Uses pronouns (e.g. I, me, you).  Uses 
sentences but many will lack adult structure.  Talks intelligibly to self during play.  Asks 
questions, says a few nursery rhymes. 
 
36 months: 
a child has a large vocabulary intelligible to everyone  
 
 
(Adapted from M.D. Sheridan - revised by M Frost and A Sharma 1997, Routledge, London, New York)  
 
 
 


